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Abstract: Laplace's method of asymptotic estimation of integrals is extended to deal with multidimensional normal 
probability integrals. A multidimensional normal distribution is integrated over a region which does not include the 
origin, and an asymptotic value is obtained for small values of the variance. The method is illustrated by an error 
probability calculation in a communication system using M-level differential phase shift keying. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the approximate evaluation of the integral 
p (o )= 1 [__!{x22o 2` ] (2~r)n/2o, fEexp 1 + "'" +x2) dX l " "dxn ,  (1) 
where E is some closed set which does not contain the origin. The object is to obtain an 
asymptotic value as o --, 0. 
For n = 1, it is well known that 
1 _f~e_X~/2O2dx= 1 Oe_a2/2o2[1 + 0(02)] 
21/~O - a 21/~ a 
when a > 0 and o ~ 0. For n = 2, the asymptotic value can be deduced from the results of Hsu 
[4] and Rooney [7]. 
We adapt Laplace's method [1] for asymptotic evaluation of integrals to the multidimensional 
case. Although de Bruijn [1, p. 71] deals with a multidimensional integral, he treats only the case 
where the exponential function is maximized in the interior of the region of integration. In 
contrast, the integrand in (1) is maximized on the boundary of E. We develop an asymptotic 
expression which depends on r 0, the distance of the nearest point in E to the origin, and on the 
curvature of the boundary surface of E at this nearest point. 
The case of a more general positive definite quadratic form in the exponent of (1) can often be 
treated by a rotation and change of scale of coordinates to bring it to the sum of squares in (1). 
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The method is illustrated in the final section by an example drawn from communication 
theory. In this example, n - 4 and the boundary surface of E is curved, so that the main features 
of the theorem are exhibited. Two further examples from communication theory are examined in 
a report [2] available from the author. These examples treat error probabilities in coherent phase 
shift keying and in noncoherent pulse position modulation. In the latter example a more general 
quadratic form is first diagonalized and then the asymptotic formula is used. 
2. Spherical boundary 
Let us deal first with a special case which is almost trivial. If E is the region outside a sphere 
of radius r 0 centered at the origin, all the points on the boundary of E are at a distance r0 from 
the origin. In this case we can simplify the integral by a change to polar coordinates. The result is 
p(o) =F(½n; ro2/2o2)/F(½n), n= 2, 3 . . . .  (2) 
where F(m; z) is the incomplete gamma function defined by 
o0 
F(rn; z) = f e-Xx m-l dx, 
and F(m)= F(m; 0) is the usual gamma function. Repeated integration by parts yields the 
formal series 
r(m; z) -e-"[z  m-' + (m-  1)z m-2+ (m-  1 ) (m-  2)z " -3  + . - .  ]. (3) 
If m = ½n is an integer, the series terminates and the result is exact. If rn is not an integer, the 
series is asymptotic as z ~ oo. In either case, the behavior of p for large (r0/o) is dominated by 
the exponential term e -r°2/2°2. 
3. Asymptotic results 
As o ~ 0, the behaviour of (1) is dominated by the points in E which are closest o the origin. 
Let 
r 0 = inf II x II (4) 
xEE 
where x = (x 1 . . . .  , x ,)  and II x II 2 = E x 2. For any 3 > 0, the part of the integral (1) which is due 
to points for which [[ x [[ >/r 0 + 3 can be bounded above by the integral over all points exterior 
to the sphere of radius r o + 3. By the result of Section 2, this bound decreases like exp[ - ( r  0 + 
3)2/2o 2] as o -* 0. 
Since we shall obtain asymptotic expressions proportional to exp[ -  ro2/2o 2], it is sufficient o 
concentrate attention on neighbourhoods of points where II x IE is minimized over E. We begin 
with the case of a single minimizing point. The extension to the case where there is a finite set of 
minimizing points is obvious; one merely sums asymptotic expressions associated with the 
separate points. An extension to the case where the set of minimizing points forms a curve or 
surface would require some modification of the method used here. 
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We deal first with a special case where the min imum occurs on a coordinate axis and then go 
to the more general case. 
Theorem 1. Let x* = (0, 0 . . . .  ,0, ro) be in E and let II x II > ro for all x in E except x*. Let the 
boundary of E in a neighbourhood of x * be a surface with equation 
x .=g(x l ,  x2 . . . . .  x . _ l ) ,  (x l  . . . .  ,z._,)~B, 
where B is a neighbourhood of the origin in R "- 1. Let g have continuous econd partial derivatives, 
let A be the ( n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix 
3Zg 
(0,0 . . . . .  0)] = [aq] 
Oxi ~xj 
and let I be the identity matrix. Then 
p(o)  = [2~ det ( I  + roA)]-l/2(o/ro) exp(-ro2/2o2)[1 + 0(o2) ] .  (5) 
Proof. By our earlier remarks about the exponential order of contributions from outside the 
neighbourhood of x *, we can replace p (o )  by 
p , (o )  = l f ( f  ~ e- l lx l l2 /2°2dx, , )dx, . . .dx, ,_ , .  
(2¢r)"/2o" ,s~,g(x, ..... .,._,) 
Integrate with respect o x, and put ~, = xi/o for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1 to get 
a e-Iltl l2/2F({; h (a ;  ~) /2o  z) d~¢1 ". .  d~¢,,_,, (6) 
p , (o )= (2¢r)Z/2v~. (o) 
where ~ = (~1 . . . . .  ~,-1), II ~ II is the Euclidean norm in R "- l ,  B(o) is the image of the set B 
under the mapping ~ i -  xi/o, and 
h(o; ~)-~- [g(o~l,. . . ,o~,_l)] 2.
As o --* 0, B(o) expands to become R "-1 
Since [I x I[ is minimized on the surface at x*, the first derivatives of g vanish at the origin. 
Thus 
h(o, ~)= rg + {h"(0;  ~)o2+ o(o z) 
= !"o2 + o%EEaiAi~j + o(o~). (7) 
From (3), 
I"(½; h(o; t)/2o ~) = (v~o/ro) exp(-ro2/2o ~- {roEY'.aiAitj)[1 + O(o2)]. 
The integration region in (6) can be extended from the set B(o) to R "-1 without changing the 
order of approximation. Hence 
o 2 ~ 1 r p(o)  = --e -'6/2° , ro (2~) ~/2 JR"-exp - ½( II ~5 II 2 + roEY, au~i~y)d~ 1 . . .d~,_ l  
+0(02)]. (8) 
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We remark that the quadratic form in the exponential function of (8) is positive definite, so 
that the integral converges. In fact, because H x II assumes its minimum value, r o, at x*, 
n--I 
4 <- E + [g(x  . . . . .  2 
1 
As in (7), 
to z < o2 II ~ II 2 + to z + oZroY'ff'~aij~i~j + °(°2), 
with equality only at ~ = 0. Thus II ~5 Jl 2 + r0 EE ai f lAj  > 0 for ~ 4= 0. The conclusion (5) now 
follows from (8). [] 
The integrand in (1) is invariant under rotation of the coordinate axes. Thus, if l] x I] is 
minimized over E at some point x* which is not on an axis, the coordinates can be rotated and 
Theorem 1 can then be applied. Alternatively, the quantities in (5) can be expressed in terms of 
the geometric properties of the boundary of E to get a coordinate-free v rsion of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let x*~E,  let I Ix*ll =ro and let Ilxll > ro for all x in E except x*. Let the 
boundary of E be a smooth surface oriented so that its normal points towards the origin at x*. Let 
the principal curvatures of this surface at x* be k 1, k 2 . . . . .  kn_ 1. Then 
[ ]_.in--1 ]-1/2 
p(o)=(Z~r)-a/2[3=~ (1 - r0k~)  (o/ro) exp( - r2 /2o2) [1  +O(o2) ] .  (9) 
Proof. If 2~1 . . . . .  X,-a are the eigenvalues of A, 
n--1 
det (A -X I )  = I-I (X , -X ) .  
i=1 
The substitution X = -1 / r  o and some simplification yields 
n-1 
det( I  + roA ) = I--[ (1 + roXi). 
i=l 
With x*=(O,O . . . .  ,0, ro) and the normal at x* equal to (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 , -1 ) ,  the principal 
curvatures of the surface x ,=g(x  1 . . . . .  X,_l) are equal to -h  a, -Xz , . . . , -X , _  1 (see, for 
example, Thorpe [8, p. 86 and exercise 12.1] or Flanders [3, pp. 123-125]). Hence (9) is just a 
restatement of (5) for the situation described in Theorem 1. However, curvatures are an intrinsic 
property of the boundary surface and do not depend on the particular coordinate system 
employed, so that a rotation of axes which moves x* and the surface to another position does 
not change the value of the integral. Thus (9) holds in general. Hsu's [4, Theorem 1] formula 
yields the same result as (9) for n = 2. [] 
4. Remarks on the calculation 
Note that the signs of the principal curvatures depend on the orientation of the normal. The 
orientation has been chosen so that surfaces curving the same way as the sphere [I x ][ = r 0 have 
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positive curvature and surfaces curving the opposite way have negative curvatures. If any k~ is 
negative, the factor 1 - rok ~ is clearly positive. If k i is positive, we can write k; = 1/r~, where r~ is 
a radius of curvature in an appropriate direction. The positive definiteness of the exponential 
which is discussed above is reflected in the positivity of each factor 1 - rok  ~ = 1 -(ro/r~). Thus 
every r~ must exceed r0, as is evident geometrically. 
If the boundary surface is a plane, the principal curvatures k~ are all zero and (9) simplifies. 
We remark also that the asymptotic behaviour is dominated by the exponential term, so that 
only r 0 and not k~ is needed for a simple approximation. 
To calculate the principal curvatures in Theorem 2, let the boundary of E have the equation 
f (x  1 .. . .  , x,)  = 0. Define the quadratic form 
a2f (x*)v, vj/l[ wf(x* ) l l ,  (10) S(v)= ax, axj 
i , j=l 
where v is the vector (v 1 . . . .  , v,) and v'f is the vector with components Of/Ox~. The principal 
curvatures are the local maximum and minimum values of S(v) under the constraints [1 v [1 = 1 
and v. x* = 0 [8, Exercise 12.1]. The last constraint expresses the fact that v is tangent o the 
surface at x*, since the vector x* must be normal to the surface at the closest point to the 
origin. The local maxima and minima can be found by the method of Lagrange multipliers. The 
sign of S used in (10) differs from that in [8] because of the signs of the curvatures which are 
used in Theorem 2. 
5. An application to communication theory 
Prabhu [6] and Pawula [5] have recently given approximate values of the error probability for 
M-level differential phase shift keying. For large signal-to-noise ratio, Theorem 2 provides a 
simple approximation to this error probability. The same is true for other error probability 
calculations for several modulation methods; see, for example, [2]. 
At time t, let the transmitted signal be A cos[~t + 0(t)] where A and o~ are fixed, while 
changes in O(t) convey information. In this modulation method, the phase change from one 
symbol transmission to the next, 0(t2) - 0(tz), can take one of the M values 0, 2~r/M . . . .  ,2~r(M 
- 1)/M, where M is an integer which we take to be larger than 2. Noise is added to the signal 
during transmission and the receiver attempts to decide which symbol was transmitted. The 
probability of an erroneous decision about a symbol is 
1 fe + x~ + x~ + x~) dx z dx  2 dx  3 dx  4 p= (2~r)2o4 exp-  2° 2 
where o 2 is the variance of the noise, E is the set 
{(xa, x2, x3, x,): 1¢2-¢11 >~¢r/M}, 
~1 and ~'2 are the angular coordinates in polar coordinate representations of the points 
(xl + A, Xz) and (x3 + A, x4), and A is the signal amplitude. 
The boundary surface of E is given by the equation ok2- 91 = +'triM. Using the relations 
tan ~1 = x2/(xt + A), tan ~2 = x4/ (x3  --I- A), we have 
[(xl + A)x4-  x2(x3 + A)] cos(~r/M) T- [(xl + a)(x3 + A) + x2x4] sin('rr/M) -0  
01) 
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as the equations of the bounding surface. If we denote the left side of (11) by f (x  1, x 2, x 3, x4), 
then the points on the surface closest to the origin satisfy 
v/(x) = ov(Ex, ), 
since the surface of E and the sphere E x, -2 -- r02 will be tangent at such a point. The two points 
closest to the origin are found to be 
• ,rr ( ,rr "~ . ~r "rr ) 
x*=-A  sm~ s in~-~ +cos~ , _  ,s in-~-~, cos~ , 
where the upper sign corresponds to the upper sign in (11). In each case, 
II x*  II = r0 = ¢~-a s in (v r /2M) .  
To find the principal curvatures, we calculate the quadratic form S(v)  as given by (10) and 
find the constrained maxima and minima as described above. At each of the two points x*, the 
three principal curvatures are found to be 
k 1 = O, k 2 = - 1 /v~A cos('rr/2M), 
Thus 
k 3 = 1 /v /2A  cos( 'rr /2M).  
3 
I--[ (1 - rok,) = 1 - tan2(~r/2M) = cos(~r/M) sec2(~r/2M).  
i=1 
In using Theorem 2, it must be recalled that there are two nearest points and so the value on 
the right of (9) must be doubled. The result is 
1 cot(~r/2M) exp[_2p2 sin2(,rr/2M)]{ 1 +O(o2) ) ,  (12) 
P= 2¢Y4 p cos( /M) 
where p is the signal-to-noise ratio A/ (v~o) .  
It may be interesting to compare (12) with Prabhu's [6] upper bound for p in his inequality 
(29). If erfc u is replaced by its asymptotic approximation, Prabhu's (29) becomes 
Pe <~ ½~rp, 
where p is as given in (12). 
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